
Chapter 1 – SCOTUS

The Constitution:
- Constitution didn't limit government for personal rights
- Framers wanted explicit limits on federal power against

the people
- Constitution passed with understanding of bill of rights

to immediately proceed
- Can amend constitution by

- ⅔ vote in both houses AND
- Ratifying convention in ¾ states OR
- State legislature passage in ¾ states

- Constitutional convention (proposed by ⅔ of
states) AND

- Ratifying convention in ¾ states OR
- State legislature passage in ¾ states

- 5 amendments overturned SCOTUS rulings (XI, XIII,
XIV, XVI, XIX, and XXVI)

The Structure of the Court:

Processing Cases
1. Request for review (6-8k)
2. Cases docketed
3. Justices review docketed cases and make “discuss lists”
4. Thursday/Friday: conference and justices decide cases

to review
a. Rule of Four

5. Monday: Announce cases
6. Clerks set date for arguments
7. Attorneys file briefs

a. Appellant within 45 days of review grant
b. Appellee within 30 days of review grant

8. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays: Oral arguments
a. 2 cases/day, each with around 1 hr of time

9. Thursday/Friday: conference and discuss cases w
tentative votes

10. Majority opinion assigned
11. Draft and circulate opinions
12. Issue and Announce opinions
13. Decisions reported and noted

- America has a dual-court system
- States and federal courts have varying

jurisdiction
- All answer to supreme court

- Amicus Curiae briefs submitted from outsiders
- Attorneys: write paper arguments submitted as briefs &

Oral arguments around 30 min in front of court

Legalistic Principles
- Originalism

- Original Intent
- Original Meaning

- Textualism
- Structural Analysis
- Stare Decisis
- Pragmatism
- Polling other jurisdictions

Chapter 2 – The Judiciary

Judicial Powers
- Judicial Review est. in Marbury v. Madison (1803)
- Controversies of Judicial Review:

- Framers Intent
- Judicial Restraint
- Democratic checks
- Role of courts in society

- Courts get original jurisdiction from constitution
- Courts get appellate jurisdiction from congress and

constitution
- Ex Parte McCardle (1869) court declines to rule on a

case because jurisdiction removed by congress

Constraints

Justiciability Standards
- No advisory opinions
- No collusive suits, system is adversarial and need based
- Mootness

- Controversy must still be live
- Case is brought too late

- Ripeness
- Controversy has yet to result
- Case too early

- Political Questions
- Cannot answer what must be answered by

political branches
- Must have standing to sue to bring lawsuit
- Having interest alone is not sufficient
- Party must have:

- Suffered/will suffer concrete injury
- Injury must be traceable to action
- Must prove favorable court decision could

provide redress
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Exclusionary Rule
- In England, illegally obtained evidence can still be used

at trial, civil damages serve as compensation
- US uses exclusionary rule: illegally obtained evidence

cannot be introduced at trial
- Weeks v. US (1914) created exclusionary rule to

discourage illegal police searches and seizures
- Wolf v. Colorado (1949) incorporated the 4th

amendment  to the states
- Mapp v. Ohio (1961) incorporated the exclusionary rule

to the states
Exceptions to the exclusionary rule:

- US v. Calandra (1974) provided an exception for grand
jury hearings

- US v. Leon (1984) excepted evidence obtained in good
faith, especially if warranted search

- Hudson v. Michigan (2006) further excepted
knock-and-announce omissions (technical violations)

- Failure to “knock and announce” presence
cousent exclude all evidence obtained
thereafter

- Evidence that would have been obtained regardless of
legality of search is still admissible

- Evidence also admissible if illegally obtained then later
legally obtained

Amendment V/Self Incrimination

Self Incrimination & Testimony
- Government cannot compel admission from a

defendant
- Right not to take the stand or administer testimony

- Choice between perjury or confession
- No adverse implications can result

- Jury instructed to not draw inferences of guilt
- Prosecutor may not argue decision to not

testify is evidence of guilt
- Only interpreted as a decision to remain silent

- Public employees cannot be threatened with loss of
employment for refusal to testify in gov investigations

- This right applies to all trials, not just for the defendant

Self Incrimination & Interrogations
- Brown v. Mississippi (1936) highlighted “suspect’s”

right not face compulsive questioning
- Police cannot force or physically coerce

confessions or other information
- Includes emotional and psychological

coercion

- Escobedo v. Illinois (1964) enforced the right to
counsel beginning with interrogation (accusatory stage)

- Expanding on Escobedo, Miranda v. Arizona (1966)
established Miranda warnings

- Police must mirandize all suspects before
custodial interrogation occurs

- Several exceptions carved out by later courts
- Dickerson v. US (2000) overruled federal law

dis-requiring Miranda warnings
- Missouri v. Seibert (2004) found that police tactics to

work around Miranda warnings were unconstitutional
- Only testimony given after the warning is

admissible
- Police cannot subvert Miranda the same way

Congress was barred from doing

Chapter 12 – Trial & Conviction

Right to Counsel

Indigents & Counsel
- Powell v. Alabama (1932)

- Required appointment of counsel for certain
serious offenses – due process

- Only the federal government at first
- Gideon v. Wainwright (1963)

- Extended right to counsel to indigents at state
level too

- 80-90% of defendant eligible for free counsel
- Entitled to free counsel if eligible for any jail time

- Cannot be sentenced to jail time if attorney
was not provided

- Halbert v. Michigan (2005) gives right to attorney for
first appeal

- Money play a role in justice
- Strickland v. Washington (1984) ensures right to

effective counsel

Pretrial Period and Bail
- Attorney represents client at all stages of justice
- Begins with interrogation and investigation
- Misdemeanor offenders automatically eligible for bail
- Government can deny bail based on flight risk and

potential danger to community
- Many accused have to use bail bonds

- Property as collateral
- 10% of bail nonrefundable

- Bail practices are considered weakest link
- Seems to not consider the accused innocent

until proven guilty
- System operated same 100yrs ago
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- Need for voter confidence outweighed
potential burden on a narrow class of citizens
w/o IDs

- Removal from voter rolls is the new issue
- National Voter Registration Act prohibits

states from purging voters based only on
non-voting

- Husted v. A. Philip Randolph Inst. (2018)
found OH purge constitutional because they
used non responsiveness to voter confirmation
card

Political Representation

Reapportionment Controversy
- Drawing of representative boundaries after census is

called apportionment
- Districts are used for more than representation

- Colegrove v Green (1946) found that reapportionment
was a political issue, refused to rule on IL districts

- Warren Court radically changed the view on this
- Baker v. Carr (1962) ruled apportionment was a major

issue that was judiciable, TN had to redraw districts
- Wesberry v. Sanders (1964) found GA districts were

unconstitutional based on Art I sec 2 (not rep gov
clause)

- Reynolds v. Sims (1964) found that the legislatures of
states must apply “one person, one vote” (ie. state
Senates must also be apportioned by equal population)

- Warren cited apportionment as the most important
rulings of his tenure as CJ

Minority Representation
- Gerrymandering has existed for all of American history

- Coined “gerrymander” in 1812 by cartoonist
- Gomillion v. Lightfoot (1960) disputed AL redrawing of

city lines to remove black voters, found to violate 14th
- United Jewish Orgs of Williamsburgh v. Carey (1977)

found that majority-minority districts were
constitutional because they didn’t disadvantage a class
of people

- Backed by conservatives and liberals alike
- Majority-minority districts were used to pack

minority voters and white-ify remaining ones
- Shaw v. Reno (1993) found NC district that snaked

along I-85 to be highly suspect and de facto racial
segregation

- A split vote that left no clear standard
- Miller v. Johnson (1995) found GA’s 11th

unconstitutionally drawn based on race

- Affirmed the ruling in Shaw, split conservative
(opinion) and liberal (dissent)

- Liberals supported some racial gerrymandering because
it provided representation for underrepresented groups

Partisan Gerrymandering
- First confronted in Davis v. Brandemer (1986)

- Found for IN, political gerrymandering was
not a judiciable claim under equal protection

- Court had trouble identifying a standard to decide if
gerrymandering could be judiciable

- Some states have taken the power away from
the legislature by creating commissions

- AZ Legislature v. AZ Ind. Redistricting Comm'n (2015)
found that these commissions were constitutional

- Some states have followed suit by creating an
independent redistricting commission

- Some computer-drawn districts appear insane and have
received nicknames for lookalike objects

- “Ear-muffs,” “Praying Mantis,” etc
- Some states have doubled down on political

gerrymandering to maintain legislative control
- Rucho v. Common Cause (2019) & Lamone v. Benisek

(2019) challenged North Carolina and Maryland
districts, respectively

- Found that cases were nonjudiciable and that
no standard was possible, overturning rulings
by the lower courts, no baseline

- Kagan (dis.) asserted a 3-prong test using
intent, effects, and causation

- Nonpartisan institutions are the const. answer

Elections and Campaigns
- Election integrity was a hot topic following Watergate
- In 1974, Congress amended the FEC Act of 1971 by

restricting contribution amounts and implementing
record-keeping requirements for presidential elections

- Buckley v. Valeo (1976) upheld the law but
struck parts that limited independent
campaign/PAC expenditures

- Congress passed BCR Act in 2002 which severely
limited “soft money” contributions & spending, banned
unions & corporations from “electioneering comms,”
and raised ceiling for “hard money”

- Challenged by groups across the spectrum
- Upheld in McConnell v. FEC (2003) but “millionaire’s

amendment” was overturned in Davis v. FEC (2008)
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